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Final Report on Hungarian Election 2022 

Executive summary 

 

 Hungarian political, electoral, legal and media environment allows for fair 

and free competition of all political parties and movements. 

 

 The media market is fairly balanced although rather polarized with some 

traditional media outlets openly rooting for one party or the other. Social 

media spending and visibility was much higher in case of united opposition. 

 

 Hungarians were able to duly exercise their voting rights and select their 

representatives to the National Assembly on April 3, 2022. 

 

 Based on their thorough observations, the members of the mission 

concluded that the Hungarian voting process is very robust and leaves 

virtually no space for any election fraud. They also have not spotted any 

irregularities on the election day, and all procedures were rigorously 

adhered to. 

 

 These conclusions can be applied to the referendum as well. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The parliamentary election will be held on Sunday, 3. 4. 2022, simultaneously with a 
nationwide referendum on child protection. The situation in the country is becoming 
increasingly polarized, with various parties alleging the possibility of voter fraud and 
the opposition questioning the fairness of the election. 

 

This report aims to summarize major aspects of the election, such as the electoral 
system and legal framework, campaign financing, and media situation, focusing on 
the market share of various media outlets and publishing houses present in Hungary. 

 

The independence of journalism and freedom of speech in Hungary is contested by 
the opposition and various NGOs, leading some observers to consider the election to 
be "free but not fair". Given the claims of unbalanced media coverage and a high 
percentage of media being directly or indirectly in the hands or under the influence of 
the government, it is paramount to ascertain whether such an impression is evidence-
based. 

 

The report comprises the findings of an independent international observatory 
mission whose members were accredited by the National Election Office (onwards 
“NEO”). 
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2. Pre-election situation 
 

a. Electoral system 

 

The electoral system is primarily regulated by the Act on the Elections of 
the Members of Parliament (Elections Act) with the basic provisions 
contained in the Fundamental law. 

 

Hungarian parliament is unicameral with 199 representatives which are 
elected every 4 years by direct and secret ballot with every Hungarian 
citizen above the age of 18 eligible to vote. Note that married men and 
women are eligible to vote from the age of 16. 

 

Hungary has a mixed electoral system (more precisely one round, two 
ballot system) with 106 MPs elected in single-member constituencies and 
other 93 MPs from national lists of the political parties or coalitions. Voters 
who are also residents of Hungary can vote for one single-member 
constituency candidate and one-party list as opposed to non-residents who 
are allowed to vote only for a party list. The non-residents are also allowed 
to vote by post. However, this procedure requires prior registration of such 
a voter. Finally, there are national minorities the members of which (if they 
are also residents of Hungary) may choose whether to vote for the national 
list or their minority list. 

In single member constituencies the candidate which receives the highest 
number of votes wins. 

 

When it comes to the national lists, every national list which hopes to qualify 
for the parliament needs to reach at least 5% of all eligible votes, 10% in 
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case it is a list of two parties and 15% if it is a list of three or more parties. 
The seats are then allocated according to the d'Hondt method. 

 

Candidates for single-member constituencies may be nominated by one or 
more nominating organizations or run independently. Every candidate has 
to collect at least 500 support signatures or be nominated by an 
organization that sets up a national party list. Such an organization can 
register its national list only if it nominates a candidate in at least 71 single-
member constituencies in at least 14 counties and the capital. As 
previously said, every such candidate must collect at least 500 support 
signatures which means that at least 31,500 signatures are needed to put 
forward a national list. 

 

It is also worth mentioning that there are no turnout requirements for the 
elections to be valid. 

 

b. Campaign financing 

 

The election campaign financing together with the financing of political 
parties is regulated in Hungary by the Political Parties Act (from 1989) and 
the Campaign Finance Act (from 2013). 

 

The legal regulation of election campaign financing prescribes that 
donations from any legal entities, foreign states or anonymous donors are 
not allowed. Therefore, the campaigns are run using the donations of 
individuals and also public subsidies. The maximal limits for election 
candidates are as follows: 5.9 million HUF for individual candidate in single-
mandate constituency (the same amount holds for independent candidates 
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and for the amount which can be spend by the party on the campaign of 
one candidate in one constituency), and 1.2 billion HUF for a party or 
alliance running for all parliamentary seats. These limits are audited by the 
State Audit Office. 

 

As far as the referendum is concerned, the financing of referendum 
campaign is rather not regulated, but the referendum is also not supported 
by any source of public financing. However, the observers noticed only little 
signs of referendum campaign in both traditional and new media, compared 
to the intensive election campaign. 

 

c. Media situation 

 

As stated above, the state of media in Hungary is subject to criticism from 
various NGOs and civil society groups. It is alleged by some opposition 
groups and local and international scholars, and watchdog organizations 
that approximately 90 % of publishing houses and media outlets are under 
direct or indirect government control and, as such, spread pro-government 
or right-wing propaganda. 

 

It is deducted from the subsequent charts that the media market in Hungary 
is more balanced than a preliminary and superficial first glance might 
suggest. It is to be stressed that the majority of data used in this report are 
publicly accessible and provided by the renowned Reuters Institute in 
cooperation with the University of Oxford, whose credentials and 
impartiality can hardly be questioned. 
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In order to achieve a realistic and boots-on-the-ground perception of the 
Hungarian media market, members of the observatory mission met with 
various representatives of particular outlets such as "index.hu" or 
"Klubrádió" and with journalists and managers from The Central European 
Press and Media Foundation portfolio members. 

 

Online media is the most influential source of information in Hungary are 
treated in the first place. 

 

 

 

(https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary) 

  

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary
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As online media are the number one source of information for the majority 
of Hungarians, it is worth pointing out that according to Eurostat, some 42 
% of Hungarians speak at least one foreign language and are not limited 
to the local market for obtaining news and knowledge of a wide range of 
issues including domestic political issues as they are being scrutinized in 
the foreign press as well. 

 

 

   

(https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php?title=Foreign_language_skills_statistics) 
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As it can be seen from the following chart, the online newspaper is broad, 
with several major publishing houses competing for readers and influence. 

 

 

 

(https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary) 

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary
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It is worth noting that the server "24.hu" is broadly considered to be a left-
leaning and progressive pro-opposition outlet. Even as such, as the data 
clearly states, it is the leading Hungarian online newspaper. 

 

The website "index.hu" is not easily placed on the political compass, but it 
is widely viewed as a centrist. It is worth noting that after the ownership 
change in 2020, the vast majority of its editorial staff went on to establish a 
brand-new liberal media outlet called "telex.hu" which also scores high on 
the aforementioned chart. 

 

Given that “telex.hu” was started from scratch and achieved a broad reader 
base proves that success can be achieved in the highly competitive and 
polarised Hungarian media market that is allegedly withering under heavy 
government regulation. 

 

While "origo.hu" owned by The Central European Press and Media 
Foundation (Hungarian: Közép-Európai Sajtó és Média Alapítvány, 
KESMA), can be labeled as conservative, it is the only pro-government 
outlet in the first four top-read online newspapers. The fourth most-read 
online outlet, the "444.hu" is left-leaning and funded by the Open Society 
Foundation. 
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The economy-focused weekly "hvg" is regarded as an independent print 
and online paper famous for its provocative covers ridiculing many local 
and global personalities, including prime minister Viktor Orbán. Examples 
of such covers include the following: 
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(www.hvg.hu) 
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It is not surprising that hvg enjoys its position as the most trusted 
newspaper. 

 

 

 

(https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary) 

 

Given the data in question, it can be clearly said that the Hungarian online 
media market in Hungary, while increasingly polarised, fields a number of 
pro as well as anti-government outlets, both of which manage to provide 
their readers with information on current events and are able to survive in 
the market in the long term. 

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary
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Social media and Metas “Facebook” play a crucial role in the Hungarian 
media market as a growing number of Hungarians uses social media as 
their primary platform to access different news websites. 

 

 

 

(https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary) 

 

For this reason, Hungarian government officials have voiced their 
discontent with Facebook's practice of shadowbanning major Hungarians 
online outlets such as "Index.hu" and "888.hu" to name a couple. 

 

(https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9192791/Hungary-prepares-
digital-freedom-fight-against-Facebook-Twitter-PM-fears-banned.html) 

 

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9192791/Hungary-prepares-digital-freedom-fight-against-Facebook-Twitter-PM-fears-banned.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9192791/Hungary-prepares-digital-freedom-fight-against-Facebook-Twitter-PM-fears-banned.html
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Hungarian internet is overall regarded as free even by western NGOs and 
freedom-of-speech focused think tanks such as the US Washington, D.C. 
based “Freedom House”. 

 

 

 

(https://freedomhouse.org/country/hungary/freedom-net/2021) 
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The situation in the Hungarian off-line media market is similarly diverse, 
although the TV station "RTL Klub" can be seen as a clear frontrunner. RTL 
Klub is an openly progressive TV station as after the passing of the 
Amendments to the Child Protection Act, the Family Protection Act, the Act 
on Business Advertising Activity, the Media Act and the Public Education 
Act, RTL Klub's digital on-screen graphic was modified to include the 
rainbow flag into the station's logo. 

 

 

 

(https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary) 

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/hungary
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The second and third running "TV2" and "ATV" are viewed as conservative, 
especially since the latter has been critical of the Fidesz KDNP 
government. "MTV's" role in the Hungarian market is inconclusive since, 
while opposition forces allege that MTV serves as a de facto mouthpiece 
for the government, those claims are denied by other media experts. 

 

"Hír TV" forms part of the Central European Press and Media Foundation 
and has been described by its staff as an openly right-wing conservative 
outlet during meetings with members of our observatory mission. 

 

According to the OSCE - Office for Democratic Institutions and Human 
Rights interim report on the 2022 Hungarian parliamentary election, the law 
obliges the public broadcaster to provide contestants with equal amounts 
of free airtime for political advertisement; and to provide parliamentary 
parties and the government as the referendum initiator with free airtime. 
Private broadcasters may offer free airtime for electoral or referendum 
advertisements. This fact has been confirmed to the authors of this report 
by various leading legal and media professionals and can be seen as a 
way to ensure equal access to media. 

 

(https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/8/e/514318_0.pdf) 

 

It can be observed that there are many different media outlets in Hungary 
producing diverse content. While there have been some steps taken by the 
Hungarian government that should not be spared of due criticism, such as 
reports that the government deployed spyware technology to target 
journalists and lawyers and some eyebrow-raising changes in media 

https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/8/e/514318_0.pdf
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ownership and management it is the conclusion of this report that there is 
a balanced mix of media outlets to choose from. 

 

(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/28/hungarian-journalists-
targeted-with-pegasus-spyware-to-sue-state) 

 

Even though there was a cyberattack carried out against some of the pro-
government media on Monday, 28. 04. 2022 perpetrator of which should 
be found and brought to justice by the competent authorities. The overall 
capability of the press to convey information to its audience has not been 
diminished to such an extent as to consider the election unfair. 

 

(https://telex.hu/english/2022/03/28/following-anonymous-attack-against-
pro-government-media-platforms-judit-varga-fears-for-press-freedom-in-
hungary) 

 

Finally, it should be pointed out that while some of the recent changes in 
media ownership and management are, for the most part, viewed as 
beneficial for the current government, it has not been proven that those 
moves have been executed under direct bidding of the government rather 
than due to increasingly emancipated society-wide conservative movement 
that also comprises some of the leading businessmen.  
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d. Election campaign 

 

During their stay in Hungary, the members of this mission have 
encountered several instances which could constitute a violation of the due 
election campaign. Let us give a short list of these occurrences. 

 

Cyberspace proved to be one of the important battlegrounds of this 
campaign. In the course of the month of March 2022, roughly one million 
Hungarian residents received an SMS containing a pro-opposition political 
message. The message was ordered by a legal entity registered in Austria, 
which is a member of the DatAdat holding. As the message in question was 
sent to roughly one million people (including several members of the 
government), who never gave any details to the company in question, the 
question naturally arises, how were their data acquired, and if the process 
complied with the applicable data protection law. From the rather 
indiscriminate nature of the list of addressees, it might be inferred that the 
dispatcher did not take into account Art. 5 of the GDPR, containing the 
fundamental principles of this legal act. This constitutes a grave 
infringement not only of Hungarian but even of European law, which 
impacted a large part of the Hungarian population. The competent 
authorities have already started inquiries into the matter. However, the 
harm has already been done, and there is hardly any way that can remedy 
the damage caused to those whose data was misused. 

 

The election posters have been vandalized. The scale of this occurrence 
is hard to determine precisely, as the members of this mission could 
determine it mostly based on their personal observations, which for obvious 
reasons of time and space confinement, could hardly be considered 
representative. It might be said that posters primarily targeted by the 
vandals were mostly, but not only those of the Fidesz party. The objective 
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of the vandalization was to degrade the person in the picture and create a 
rather unflattering appearance, mostly by adding some features like horns, 
big noses, and vampire teeth. Here are some other examples:  
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Other examples: 
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Last but not least: 

 

 

There were even occurrences of physical violence. On March 26, 2022, in 
the township of Jászberény, an elderly man holding a transparent with an 
anti-war message was attacked by the supporters of Péter Márki-Zay. He 
was pushed to the ground while being shouted upon something which 
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might be roughly translated as: "Put him underground!" The incident was 
captured on the camera by Pesti TV. 

 

e. Response to allegations 

 

One of the OSCE international observers stated in the press that “The 
absence of debates between the main contestants limited the ability of 
voters to make an informed decision” since no general debate of all the PM 
candidates has taken place (especially there was no debate between Viktor 
Orbán and Pete Márku-Zay). 

 

(OSCE election and referendum monitor Kari Henriksen in: 
https://hungarytoday.hu/osce-hungary-election-2022/) 

 

We do not find this objection relevant since there is no legal requirement 
for the candidates to take part in a debate, the policy position of all the 
candidates was well known by the public, and it is up to the candidate 
whether he wishes to appear in a general debate). 

 

The OSCE preliminary findings on the election states that voters were not 
informed in an objective and balanced manner on the choices presented to 
them nor on their binding effect [of the referendum]. We do not find this 
objection relevant since the results of the referendum show that a high 
number of opposition voters voted in accrodance with the opposition advice 
to vote in such a maner to make the ballots invalid and thus the referendum 
unbinding. 

 

https://hungarytoday.hu/osce-hungary-election-2022/
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(https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/4/6/515111.pdf) 

 

Also, the OSCE states that the number of single-mandate candidates that 
parties need to nominate in order to contest in the national proportional 
contest, which several ODIHR EOM interlocutors considered as an undue 
barrier to participation. We would like to point out that single-mandate 
constituencies are present for example in the USA and the UK electoral 
system and their consistency with international sandards is not questioned. 
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3. Election observation 

 

In order to ensure independent and impartial observation of the actual voting 
process during polling day, our observers visited many polling stations. The 
methodology of the selection of the voting stations by the mission is based on the 
necessity to monitor the election process in various environments. These were 
selected in advance to ensure that observers could assess the situation not only 
in the capital but also in smaller towns and villages.  

 

In line with the objective of assessing the orderly conduct of the entire election 
day, the team of election observers started their observation early in the morning 
during the election day itself and thus participated in the opening of the polling 
station at 6 AM. The observers were active during the whole election day, and 
more than 15  voting stations were visited according to the plan of election 
observation visits prepared by the observers.  
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Generally, the following could be said about the election process: 

 

- All the statutory procedures were rigorously adhered to. 

- Information on how to vote was available at the voting stations not only in 

words but also in pictures which is very instructive and inclusive. 

- Election stations were mostly wheelchair accessible, and there was usually 

a ballot box with a chair for those partially disabled. 

- The electoral papers, as well as their font, were large enough. The different 

formats of particular ballot and referendum papers made them easily 

distinguishable from one another.  

- Each step of the election procedure was conducted at least by two 

members of the election commission who thus controlled each other's 

doing. 

- In addition to the above-said, the members of the commission changed 

places after a predetermined time period which further bolstered the 

security of the voting process. Every voter had to present at least two 

documents (an ID and an address card) which ensured that only those 

eligible to vote were allowed to. 

- Furthermore, each voter had to sign the electoral register. Only after doing 

so, he was given the ballot paper. 

- The vote-counting process was undertaken by all members of the election 

commission, further limiting the occurrence of any possible irregularities. 

- The members of the election commissions readily answered all the 

questions of the observers.  

- On the election day itself, they did not encounter any violation or 

occurrence which could constitute a breach of a due election process. 
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More specifically, the observer mission visited the following locations. Note that in 
most of these locations, there were several voting stations: 

 

a) Budapest - Location 1 - multiple voting station 

 

- The observers arrived shortly before the voting began. The voting station 

was already prepared, and the commission assembled. 

- When the first voter arrived, she together with all members of the 

commission controlled that all the ballot boxes were empty and then the 

boxes were sealed, which the first voter confirmed in writing. 

 

b) Budapest - Location 2 - multiple voting stations 

 

- One of the voters did not have her address card and was refused to right 

to vote until she supplied it, which is the correct procedure.   

- Close to the entrance to the building where the voting stations were 

located, there were some posters of multiple political parties. This could if 

rigorously and formalisticly interpreted constitute a violation of the ban on 

political agitation according to which this must not take place closer than 

150 meters from the voting stations. However, firstly, it is questionable 

whether the presence of a poster with political message as of itself amounts 

to a political agitation (this question should be evaluated based on the laws 

of Hungary which to this extent lie beyond the knowledge of the members 

of this mission). Secondly, posters of multiple political formations were 

displayed, so it cannot be said it had a potential to swing a voter in any 

direction. Thirdly, voting posters are a low intensity measure which could 

even go unnoticed by many if not the most voters, especially since they 

become so widespread prior to the elections, that one no longer pays 

attention to them. Finally, logistically speaking, due to their number, it 
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seems impossible to remove all the posters in areas in question just before 

the election day. Concluding, the said posters had a little if any potential 

and even less an effect on the election procedure.     

 

c) Budapest - Location 3 - multiple voting stations 

 

- In this voting station, the members of the commission especially checked 

if all the doors leading to other rooms as well as cupboard and wardrobe 

doors were sealed. However, this was the same in other polling stations as 

the rules were rigorously observed.  

 

d) Esztergom - Location 1 - multiple voting stations 

 

- After visiting some locations in Budapest, our mission left for Esztergom as 

we wanted to see the voting process in a different environment, namely in 

that of a middle sized town.   

- Nothing of special interest was observed here. Everything went according 

to the rules.  

 

e) Budapest - Location 4 - voting station for voters living in Budapest temporarily, 

voting in another constituency 

 

- Members of the mission returned to the capital and visited a voting station 

for residents of other regions of Hungary temporarily living in Budapest. 

- There were about 6100 voters registered at this voting station with 59 

commissioners organizing and supervising the conduct of the elections. In 

addition, there were also 34 voting booths. Every voter received an 

envelope with the name of his region which is paramount for the votes to 

be counted correctly. The process of election was smooth and efficient.  
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g) Countryside - small village 1 - only one voting station 

 

- Yet another change of environment followed as our commission visited a 

little village of NAME located to the west of Budapest. Nothing remarkable 

was observed. Everything went according to the rules. 

- Again, there were few posters of multiple parties closer than 150 meters of 

the voting station. 

 

h) Countryside - small village 2 - only one voting station 

 

- Even in this village there was very little to report. The members of the 

mission enquired about the voter turnout and were told that about 250 of 

270 voters showed up. 

- Again, there were few posters of multiple parties closer than 150 meters of 

the voting station. 

 

i) Budapest - Location 5 (Budapest I. Kerületi Batthyány Lajos Általános Iskola) 

 

- Members of the mission witnessed part of the vote counting process.  

- All the members of the voting commission were present at every step of 

the procedure. 

- The voting commision first counted the number of voters' signatures and 

unused ballot sheets. This is a useful measure that allows for double 

checking that only the eligible number of voters really voted and that there 

are no extra votes over the limit.  

- Then the commission counted the votes. As the respective ballot papers 

were of a different format or possessed coloured edges. Therefore, there 

was a little possibility of mixing them together. 

- There were even ballot papers for the minority national groups. 
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Last but not least, it is worth pointing out that in all the voting stations, there were 
comprehensive explanation posters ensuring that every citizen can exercise his 
right to vote in the right procedural way. 
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4. Referendum 

 

a. Background 

 

The Fidesz KDNP spearheaded Hungarian referendum of 2022 on child 
protection will take place on Sunday, 3. 4. 2022, simultaneously with the 
general election. It should be noted that a bill making it legal to call a 
nationwide referendum on the same day as a general election was 
proposed in the Hungarian parliament by an opposition MP. 

 

According to Stockholm-based think-tank ACE Electoral Knowledge 
Network, calling a general on the same day as a general election is quite 
uncommon but has nevertheless taken place in countries such as the US, 
Uruguay, Armenia, Taiwan, Slovakia, and the Cook Islands. 

 

(https://aceproject.org/electoral-
advice/archive/questions/replies/579640459)  

 

The referendum centers on child protection regarding the exposure of 
underage minors to sexually explicit content without the consent of their 
parents and on the promotion of gender-reassignment therapy. 
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The question submitted to the Hungarian people to decide roughly 
translated as: 

 

Do you support holding information events on sexual orientation for 
minors in public education institutions without parental consent? 

 

Do you support the promotion of gender-reassignment treatments for 
minors? 

 

Do you support the unrestricted exposure of minors to sexually 
explicit media content that may influence their development? 

 

Do you support showing minors media content on gender-changing 
procedures? 

 

It is not the aim of this report to in any way promote any specific policy 
decisions, but we believe that the referendum raises a major worldwide or 
western-civilization-wide social question that is relevant and discussed 
throughout western civilization. In that regard, we see problems with the 
Hungarian people deciding on the topic. It is also an undeniable fact that 
child protection measures are adopted in the vast majority, if not all, 
civilized countries. 

 

The measures given to the Hungarian people to decide are neither 
unprecedented. On 28. 3. 2022, the governor of the State of Florida signed 
HB 1557 "Anti-Grooming Bill" to law, effectively prohibiting Florida public 
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school districts from encouraging classroom discussion about sexual 
orientation or gender identity from kindergarten to grade 3. Similar 
measures have been enacted in the states of Texas, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, and Oklahoma. 

 

While the public support for Florida's so-called Anti-Grooming Bill is 
disputed, Hungary lives up to the highest democratic standard by letting 
the people decide directly. 

 

(https://pos.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/POS-National-Poll-Release-
Memo.pdf) 

 

Some NGOs claim that should the questions put forward by the referendum 
be answered by the majority of voters in the negative, i.e., no to supporting 
sexual education and gender conversion for minors, the rights of LGBT 
people would be violated under article 21,1 of the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights of the European Union. Such a point of view does not take into 
consideration that according to article 24,2 of the Charter child's best 
interests must be a primary consideration. 

 

Art. 21,1.: Any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, 
color, ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or 
belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a national 
minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation shall be 
prohibited. 

Art. 24,2: In all actions relating to children, whether taken by public 
authorities or private institutions, the child's best interests must be a 
primary consideration. 

https://pos.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/POS-National-Poll-Release-Memo.pdf
https://pos.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/POS-National-Poll-Release-Memo.pdf
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All in all, we are convinced the referendum focused on a major social and 
political issue, and even though its result ended up being invalid, the 
Hungarian voters had a free and fair opportunity to express their will. 

 

b. Response to allegations 

 

According to the OSCE Interim report on Hungarian elections and 
referendum, dated March 21, 2022, “The legal referendum framework 
provides certain opportunities only for the government, as an initiator of the 
referendum...". However, the adoption of the legal framework governing 
the referendum was initiated by the opposition, not by the government. 
Moreover, the opposition also proposed another referendum, and they 
have even collected enough signatures from people who supported the 
opposition referendum, but they failed to comply with the deadline to 
provide the signatures on time.  

 

This resulted in approving the two opposition referendum questions by the 
National Election Office (NVI), but the opposition referendum can not be 
held on the same day as the elections due to the mandatory legal 
requirements. For this reason, we do not find the objection raised by the 
OSCE relevant. 
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c. Conclusion (referendum) 

 

In accordance with the above-mentioned aspects stated regarding the 
referendum in particular and the general election in general, it is our 
conclusion that the referendum was legitimate and executed in a legal way 
respecting international standards. 

 

Parts of this report regarding the general election are applicable to the 
referendum as well. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

According to the assessment of the observers, the Hungarian political, electoral, 
legal, and media environment allows for fair and free competition for all political 
parties and movements. Thus, Hungarians were able to duly exercise their voting 
right and select their representatives for the National Assembly. 

 

Based on their observations, the members of the mission concluded that the 
Hungarian voting process is robust and leaves virtually no space for any election 
fraud. 

 

These conclusions can be applied to the referendum as well. 

 

 

 

Aliance pro rodinu 

 

 


